•4,11*11, ^ ||g||p"^ Ap\\4\p, AM, £ \\g*\\P £ Ap\\4"; the symbol || ||p denotes the usual norm in Lp except when used as indicated above, and the Ap's denote, as they will throughout this paper, various positive constants dependent on the indicated subscripts. The left-hand inequalities require, of course, that 0(0) = 0.
The inequality for g*(d) was shown by Littlewood and Paley only for p an even integer and was extended to p> 1 by Zygmund [10] ; the right-hand inequality for g(d) was demonstrated (although not explicitly stated) by Little- wood and Paley for all p >0, that on the left for p > 1.
In the study of functions analytic in a half-plane it is of interest to define a class analogous to T7P. Throughout this paper we shall use the same notation for functions in circles and half-planes, distinguishing between them by means of their arguments.
If <b(s), s=o+ir, now denotes a function analytic in the half-plane %(s) >0, it is said to be in the Hille is uniformly bounded in er [5] . As in the circle, the nontangential limit exists almost everywhere as a-»0 and we define A Mobius transformation mapping <r>0 into the unit circle takes the class 3CP into a subclass of Hp [l ] . Many of the important properties of functions of class 3C" can be deduced from corresponding results for functions of class Hp by means of this class inclusion. Other results, as, for example, the validity of the Cauchy integral representation, seem to require a direct proof. The results we consider here are of this type.
We propose here to define analogues of the Littlewood-Paley functions for functions analytic in a half-plane. It will be seen that exactly analogous results may be obtained.
In addition to the Littlewood-Paley functions we shall consider the analogue of a function which has been studied by Lusin, Marcinkiewicz, and Zygmund [7] . They consider a function of obvious geometrical significance. Let Jl be a region in the unit circle bounded by a single closed curve which touches the circle at z = 1 only, and nontangentially there. Thus all points of 0 are contained between two chords intersecting at z = 1 to form an angle tjKtt. ft« will denote this region rotated until z -l coincides with ea. We define s(0) to be the square root of the area of the image of Q» on the Riemann surface of <j>-Thus s(e) = {// l^'Wl**-}1".
It is known that ap."\\4p^\\s\\p^ap"\\4p lor all p>0 on the right, and for all p>l on the left, just as for the function g (8) . This result, too, may be extended to functions analytic in the half-plane. A separate section of this paper is devoted to each function, §2 fcr g, §3 for s, §4 for g*. It is clear that the three functions are very closely related and each section will use the results of those before it.
2. Let <p(s) denote a function analytic in <R_(s) >0. We define g(r)=g(r,<t>)= {f"o-\<b'(s)\2do} .
It will be convenient to adopt the following notation:
*«(*) = *(« + *), « ^ o, SM = g(r, <bq) = j J " (.r -q) \ *'(*) |*Arj .
Capitalization of the letter denoting a function and change of the argument to t will denote the introduction of a function of Hardy-Littlewood maximal type. This convention will be observed throughout this paper.
We shall enumerate several lemmas to which we shall frequently refer in that which follows. (ii) <p'is) = o(l) as \s\ -> 00 uniformly in every half-plane, a > a > 0, -I -dp 2*J-" (a + ifl-s)2 exists as well. Then <t>'(s) = lim {-f <t,(a + ip) \-1 dp as T-* 00, and an application of the Weierstrass double-series theorem gives the desired result.
Applying Holder's inequality to the Cauchy integral representation of <t>'(s), we have
U_M(<r-a)2 + (/3-T) 2 7 Choose T such that (J + J )\<t>(a + ip)\pdp <8
and note that 1 1
(a -a)2 + fjS -r)2 a2
Then the contribution of the extreme parts of the integral is less than S/a2.
Clearly rT \<b(a +H3)\p = / 1 \ J_r (<r -a)2 + fjS -r)2 \|*|V uniformly in the half-plane <r>2a, and consideration of these estimates yields the second part of Lemma 2 for p > 1; the proof is clearly much simpler for p = 1 and need not be given here.
Proceeding in a similar manner , , 1 rM I <b(a + iff) I (a -a)
and since the demonstration is trivialized in case p = 1, we have completed the proof of Lemma 2. We note now that
by Lemma 2 (iii). Also
As q-»0, gq-*g, and so by Fatou's lemma, \\g\\p = I"11 \\gJi\p-Q-*0
Our lemmas now established, we proceed to the main theorem. g"(r,0)(fr g^lp I |co|2*7t = ,4p 1 |0|"rfr.
-oo 7 _M 7 -to
Taking the £th root of the extreme terms we have established IHI, ^ -dpIMU the first part of Theorem 1.
The second part of Theorem 1 is proven by conjugacy with the opposite inequality. Our <b(s) is now analytic in ci\(s)>0 and has the property that its limit is zero as 5 approaches infinity in <r\.(s) > e > 0. We shall assume that a right translation of axes to (tj, 0) has been made and so our function is analytic in the half-plane 1{. We shall show that |ou*iff, t)\ ->0 uniformly in r as a-*0. 
7_7\( 7_7\[
We shall estimate the first and last parts. We have We note that to demonstrate the latter part of this theorem we need only show that
for then an application of Theorem 1 would yield the result. This is easily accomplished. We shall demonstrate it for r = 0 to simplify notation, but this restriction will be seen to be superfluous. Consider the intervals -, -1, 
2ir7 7 cun,R")
Let T?n = 62_n, where 8 is chosen depending on k alone, so that C(on, Rn) is in ft. We note that no area can ever be jointly contained in more than two circles.
Then
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [January Combining this with the previous result we have f o-|0'|2oV g Ak f f |0'|2do> 7 o 7 7 n which establishes the latter half of our theorem. In the proof of the first part of the theorem we shall require the following lemma, an extension of a result of Hardy and Littlewood [2] due to E.
Trombley [8] . Thus for p ^ 2 we may apply Theorem 1 and we have IMIp ^ ^*||«IU ^ ^p.tlkll,,.
We must now extend the result to p ^ 1. Since a decomposition of the function <f> into two nonzero summands may be effected precisely as in the proof of Theorem 1 with precisely analogous implications we may assume at the onset that <f>(s) has no zeros. We write then Let us suppose that ftT is a region of the type considered in Theorem 2. We shall denote its complement with respect to ^.(5) > 0 by fiT. Then g*\r) = -f f ° I 0V + iP) \*P(*, r -P)dp t J J aT + -f f 0-1 0'(<r + ip) \2P(a, t -p)dp t 7 7ar Ah*ip)/a. Thus f G2ir)hiT)dr <>A f ad* f | 0'(ff + iP) \*h*iP)dp
£A,\\f\\p by the application of Lemma 6 and Theorem 1. The extension of this result to 2^£>1 is more difficult than the arguments used in the corresponding portion of Theorem 2. We utilize the foHowing lemma. = ^iixii:
by Theorem 1.
Substituting these results in our inequality for f1"G"dT we have f "W, 0)<fr g ilpUxlfllxlli = Ap\\X\\l = ^,||0||* for p>l.
